Drug bill to help ease consumers' pain

By JOSEPH

This is the introduction to a State News story. This is about the drug bill to help ease consumers' pain.

Senate criticism causes Sorenson to withdraw

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Theodore C. Sorenson, minority leader in the Senate, announced Monday he would support a Senate bill that would establish a national broad-based

Drug policy

It's been a busy week for the制药行业.很多制药公司都在研发新的药物，以满足日益增长的市场需求。然而，这并不意味着没有挑战。今年的处方药价格再次上涨，让许多消费者感到沮丧。

One of the key decisions facing Congress this year is the passage of a comprehensive drug policy bill. The bill would address issues such as prescription drug costs, Medicare Part D, and the controlled substances act.

Many lawmakers are concerned about the rising cost of prescription drugs. The average cost of a prescription drug increased by 5% in 2013, and is expected to increase by 2% in 2014. This is putting a strain on many families and hospitals.

The bill would create a new funding stream to help offset the cost of prescription drugs for Medicare beneficiaries. It would also expand the availability of generic drugs, which can save consumers up to 80% on the cost of branded medications.

The bill would also strengthen the Controlled Substances Act, which regulates the manufacture and distribution of controlled substances. The bill would make it harder for drug traffickers to obtain and distribute illicit drugs.

Many lawmakers are also concerned about the rising cost of controlled substances. The average cost of a controlled substance increased by 5% in 2013, and is expected to increase by 2% in 2014. This is putting a strain on many families and hospitals.

The bill would strengthen the Controlled Substances Act, which regulates the manufacture and distribution of controlled substances. The bill would make it harder for drug traffickers to obtain and distribute illicit drugs.

The bill would also create new penalties for those who engage in drug-related activities. It would also mandate increased funding for substance abuse treatment and prevention programs.

The bill is expected to pass both chambers of Congress and be signed into law by the President. It is hoped that this legislation will help ease the burden of prescription drug costs for millions of Americans.

Student death from hanging, autopsy rules

The death of an MSU student Friday was ruled a suicide, but the investigation is continuing. The student was identified as a junior from Michigan who had been a student athlete. A second junior from Michigan who had been a student athlete was ruled a suicide.

The investigation is continuing. The student was identified as a junior from Michigan who had been a student athlete. A second junior from Michigan who had been a student athlete was ruled a suicide.
Zaire policeman mistaken for assassin.

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) - A plainclothes policeman from Zaire armed with a submachine gun broke into the Home Office here Monday and punched and kicked a British immigration official who was questioning him, police reported.

The officer, who was trying to get at the Home Office where he was supposed to be, was later identified by Belgian police who felt the weapon and who identified the X-rays of the weapon in which Belgian police officers were wounded.

Mexican bus, train collision kills 36

MEXICO CITY (AP) - A crowded bus and a fast passenger train collided near the south side of Mexico City Monday, killing at least 36 people, police said.

The collision Sunday in Tlalpan, a western suburb of Mexico City, killed 11 children and the bus driver, who were listed as being among the dead. Most of the passengers were on route to markets in the city.

Record cold weather drained much of the power needed on a26,000-mile transmission line, leaving 37 percent of the customers without power, weather service said.

Some of the nation's four largest utilities were ordered to reduce service because of the unusually cold weather.

 Bellevue, Wash. (AP) - A police officer was shot and killed in a drugstore here Wednesday night.

Barcelona, Spain (AP) - A police officer was shot and killed in a drugstore here Wednesday night.

ALPENA, Mich. (AP) - A man was found dead in his apartment on Monday, and police later found a bullet in a gas tank of his car.

AFRICA countries have begun to complain about the United States' role in the region, with U.S. and other officials calling for a return to normalcy.

The United Nations has been批评 for its response to the civil war in Ethiopia.

Activists arrested in Czechoslovakia

The arrests were made as part of a larger effort to prevent protests against the government.

The activists were arrested for allegedly planning to stage a demonstration in support of the Czechoslovak government.

New law on pensions

The new law will allow people to retire earlier, with reduced benefits.

Ford advocates pay hike

The Ford Foundation has proposed a pay hike for its workers.

The foundation has been criticized for its treatment of black employees.

Shareholder vote on pension plan

The pension plan for the foundation's workers has been approved by shareholders.

The vote was taken at the foundation's annual meeting.

The pension plan includes a provision for automatic increases in benefits every year.

One good turn deserves another.

From one beer lover to another.

The security deposit law states that the tenant must be allowed to inspect the property before moving in. If the landlord discovers any damages in the property, the tenant must be notified and given the option to repair the damages before moving in. If the tenant refuses to repair the damages, the landlord can deduct the cost of the repairs from the security deposit.

In conclusion, the security deposit law is designed to protect the tenant by giving them the right to inspect the property before moving in and the right to repair any damages discovered. It also protects the landlord by allowing them to deduct the cost of repairs from the security deposit.

---

**Customers still waiting for mail-order watches**

By JIM COHNLEND

State News Writer

Bob Tschirhart, executive director of MSU's Instrumental Media Center, is still waiting for his Christmas order. He ordered a watch for Christmas. Like thousands of others, he ordered a watch through a mail-order company.

In the past week, the order for 1,200 watches has been delayed delivery because of the number of orders. Mr. Tschirhart expected the order to be delivered before Christmas. He ordered the watches with the right name and address, and he received the watches by mail. He said Tschirhart was pleased with the service.

Michigan is seeing a nationwide increase in the number of mail-order watches. The company's decision to accept mail orders is attributed to the high number of orders. The company's decision to accept mail orders is attributed to the high number of orders. The company's decision to accept mail orders is attributed to the high number of orders.

The company promises to deliver the watches to customers before Christmas. The company promises to deliver the watches to customers before Christmas. The company promises to deliver the watches to customers before Christmas.
Consumer movement goes legitimate

Gilmore's execution motivated by revenge

Gary Gilmore is dead, and he should not have died by the hand of the state. Gilmore the prisoner is contemptible and worthy of little sympathy. It is the Gilmore case on a theoretical level that we must consider in pondering the question of capital punishment.

That the state now is to extinguish the life of a human being — and the populace saw fit to condone it — indicates society is faced with some major problem in its collective conscience.

President Ford's early decision to commute Gilmore's death sentence gives us here, at the outset, a barometer of the moral and social tension that exists in the United States today.

We are in the midst of a major redefinition of the American character. The Supreme Court has ruled that a death sentence is cruel and unusual punishment.

We are in the midst of a major redefinition of the American character. The Supreme Court has ruled that a death sentence is cruel and unusual punishment.

Both the Ford administration and the Carter administration have taken steps to make the punishment more democratic. But the question remains: Is this progress toward a more humane and just society, or is it merely a change in the form of capital punishment?

President Ford's action is a positive step, but it is not the final answer. It is only a beginning.

This is the task for the United States. It is a task that we must face, and we must do it in a manner that is worthy of our great nation. We must do it in a manner that is worthy of the American people.

The death penalty is a cruel and inhumane punishment. It is a punishment that is contrary to the basic principles of justice and fairness.

President Ford's action is a positive step, but it is not the final answer. It is only a beginning.

This is the task for the United States. It is a task that we must face, and we must do it in a manner that is worthy of our great nation. We must do it in a manner that is worthy of the American people.

And it is a task that we must do in a manner that is worthy of the American people.
1977 MSU Giovanni’s an ambitious mounting
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But ambitions are seldom fully realized. "Don Giovanni" had numerous successes, but the production was marred by these familiar "flat spots" that don’t quite make it. Metropolitan Opera baritone John Vincent was wonderfully recorded, but Pavarotti has a few notes and is capable of bringing the demands of a demanding role. He is a fine singer, stylish, controlled — in every way admirable as the legendary von Trapp.

And Tebaldi was lauded by a supporting company of same

And Tebaldi was lauded by a supporting company of some

Elisabeth Mannes, as Donna Anna and Donna Elvira, were particularly distinguished in performance. Philip Dwyer, in the lead role of Turandot and the Conductor, gave a serviceable performance, but again no particular distinction. No one was of any particular distinction.

The chief problem with the production next perhaps most
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Execution may aid Michigan petition drive

By JANEK E. GILLEN
Washington

The execution of convicted Michigan drug dealer Thomas W. Byrd, scheduled for Tuesday, could have a great effect on the outcome of a state petition drive to give the death penalty to drug dealers in the state.

Rep. James E. Ashton, the Lansing Democrat who is spearheading the effort to get the 60,000 signatures required to put the question on the ballot, said he was encouraged by the outcomes of the Byrd case.

"Ashton said that he was hopeful that the execution would spur interest in the petition drive.

The petition drive was launched in response to a decision by the Michigan Supreme Court in January that declared the death penalty unconstitutional.

The court ruled that the death penalty is cruel and unusual punishment and that it is not an appropriate sanction for the crime of murder.

The court also ruled that the death penalty is not a deterrent to crime and that it is not a fair and impartial punishment.

Byrd, a member of the Gods4Gods gang, was convicted of first-degree murder for the 1982 killing of Tammie Lynn Dupont in Lansing.

He was sentenced to life in prison without possibility of parole.

The court's decision sets the stage for a new trial in the case.

The petition drive is intended to put the issue of capital punishment on the ballot.
We Are Now Accepting Peanuts Personals For The Valentine Page!

Place Your VALENTINE PEANUTS PERSONAL AD

Today...Just complete form and mail with payment to THE STATE NEWS.

Name

Address

City

State

Zip Code

Phone

Student Number

Visit Our Valentine Peanuts Display

2nd Floor

$1.00

Will help you

PUT IT IN WORDS!

If you find it a little difficult to express your feelings for someone special, let THE STATE NEWS help you! Put it in words in the Classified section's special Valentine display and we'll do the rest.

Just fill in the information provided below, and we'll do the rest.

Deadline: Wednesday, February 9th

Mail to: State News Classified Dept.

State News

East Lansing, MI 48823

We'll help you

PUT IT IN WORDS!
**Bill to ease consumer prices (continued from page 2)**

The price difference between drugs ordered by brand name and those ordered generically or by both is quite a phenomenon. As a local pharmacist who manages a pharmacy, I can report that more than 90% of the patrons who purchase prescription drugs at our pharmacy order or pick up their prescriptions in this manner.

It is important for consumers to be aware of the potential savings they can achieve by purchasing generic drugs. While brand-name drugs may be more convenient, generic drugs offer significant cost savings without compromising the quality of the medication.

To further educate consumers about the benefits of generic drugs, pharmacists can provide information about the differences between brand-name and generic medications. This education can help consumers make informed decisions about their prescription drug purchases.
Spartan women cagers see Calvin team tonight

By CATHY CROWN
State News Student Writer

The women's basketball team hopes to meet a challenge tonight when it faces Calvin College at 7 p.m. in the Women's Building gym.

The game breaks intense MUSC coach Karen Langel's

played four years under Calvin mentor Tara Zadok, and former player, Kathy Deering, on the Blues.

Zadok, 22, was the first woman to play on a men's team at MSU, and was once named to the All-American team by the Sporting News.

"We know we were the better team when we played them the first time, but it was just one of those games. This time we beat them quite handily."

Women gymasts host EMU tonight

The MU women gymnasts were upset by Eastern Michigan at 7:15 p.m. in the gymnasium of Jenisse Franklin.

The match was a part of a series of matches that are being scheduled on that topic.

The competition was a part of the season.
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